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ABSTRACT
In this project, we perform an intensive study on online
social networks in which the relationships between entities
can be either positive which indicates relations such as trust
or friendship or negative which represents relationships such
as opposition or antagonism. We investigate some basic
characteristics for signed networks, make an extension on
prior work, propose creative features, and modify the
PageRank algorithm to make it applicable in signed
networks. We also build up an edge sign prediction model
using supervised machine learning results. The experimental
results show our model can significantly improve the
prediction accuracy and decrease the false positive rate.
Index Terms— Signed Network, Prediction of Edge
Sign, Local Bias, SN-PageRank, Machine Learning
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
In recent years, social network has become an
increasingly important resource to analyze individuals’
behaviors and the embedded communal structures. In most
networks, edges simply indicate connections between nodes.
However, sometimes more information about the connection
needs to be represented and thus signed network was
proposed.
In signed network, each edge is either positive or
negative depending on whether it indicates positive or
negative information. Positive information mainly includes
trust, likes or approves while negative sign generally
represents distrust, dislikes or denounce. Signed networks
are generally used to characterize attitudes among a group
of people. Actually, unsigned networks can be viewed as a
special case of signed network, a network with only positive
edges. Hence, the algorithms for signed networks can be
applied to general networks. Typical signed network
includes Epinions, Slashdot and Wikipedia.
With rich information contained in signed network, we
can not only make macro analysis on the evolution and
structure of real-world social network but also uncover the
hidden relationship between two given nodes. Indeed, later
research can be categorized into these two directions: global
structure modeling and signed edge prediction. For macro
analysis, balance and status theories have been proposed in

[2] and further studied in [3, 8]. For edge prediction, Guha
et. al proposed an algorithm based on exponentiating the
adjacency matrix in [6] and Jure et. al took it one step
further by using machine learning scheme. Besides
optimizing total accuracy, some papers, like [5], put their
focus on improving the false positive rate.
1.2 Our Work
The purpose of our project is to conduct an intensive
analysis on signed networks. We explore several basic
descriptors for signed networks and their variants. Among
them, a modified version of PageRank – SN-PageRank – is
proposed, which can be successfully applied to signed
networks. We also verify our findings to real-world datasets.
We first explore a set of characteristics for signed
networks. In addition to some basic features commonly used
in network related algorithms such as clustering coefficient,
we also extend the triangle patterns adopted by Jure in [3].
We intend to catch an intuitive idea about their relative
importance and representativeness of corresponding node
and the whole network. After complete calculation in
real-world datasets, we build up a collection of features
containing various amount of information of the network.
From our knowledge, traditional PageRank cannot be
directly applied to signed networks because of the negative
edges. Their existence makes it impossible to guarantee the
convergence of PageRank algorithm. We modify the
original algorithm according to the characteristics of signed
network itself, and then apply it to the real-world datasets.
Based on the specific modification, we analyze from an
intuitive respective, connecting the SN-PageRank with the
reliability of every node.
The proliferation of online signed networks and social
network analysis lead researchers to the problem of
predicting the sign of an edge in signed networks [3, 4, 5].
We follow this line to implement sign prediction based on
our discoveries. In this problem, we are following an
experimental framework articulated by Jure et al. in their
study [3].We successfully propose an edge sign prediction
model which integrates the information of local bias and the
modified PageRank values for each node. By performing a
series of experiments, we find that our model significantly
outperforms previous work in prediction.
Positive and negative signs have different meanings in
different datasets. For example, the sign of an edge
represents trust or distrust of one user toward another user in

Epinions; while in Slashdot, a network of technology blogs,
the sign means approval or disapproval of one user of
another user’s comments. We use one dataset to train our
model and test on the other one. We notice that the model is
dataset independent without significant deterioration.
As noted above, there are a number of features
mentioned in the system. It is valuable the find out which of
them are significant and which of them are negligible when
predicting edge signs. In order to know this, we implement
forward feature selection on the whole feature set. We are
capable to clearly distinguish between them after running
the algorithm.
1.3 Paper Structure
The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows. Section
2 gives a brief description of a list of prior work which is
related to our project. Section 3 focuses on analyzing the
dataset we use - Epinions and Slashdot, from their statistical
information and some basic network descriptors. Section 4
describes three newly proposed descriptors of signed
networks and elaborates on their practical meaning in signed
networks. In section 5, we refine the supervised machine
learning model for edge sign prediction and perform some
experiments on different datasets. We also implement
feature selection and cross dataset validation of the model.
In the last part, we draw some conclusions based on the
simulation results.
2. RELATED WORK
In section 1.1, we briefly introduced some main
directions and most remarkable work. Here, we will give
more details and survey further lines of study that are also
related. Also, we will explain what’s the relationship and
difference between their ideas and our work.
First, one of our goals is to characterize the signed social
network with a meaningful model and use it infer the sign of
a given edge. Some previous paper also did this and use
prediction accuracy as their goals. Guha et. al introduced
belief propagation concept in [6] and used exponential of
adjacent matrix as features of their model. They enumerate
some possible values for their parameters and get the
optimal prediction accuracy for their model. Years after, in
[3], Jure et. al made some extensions to it and proposed a
model based on logistic regression scheme. In that paper,
local information, such as in-and-out degrees, is added. We
are going to follow their steps whereas we will predict with
brand new features under various machine learning scheme.
Second, we take reliability of each node into
consideration. All of previous papers about signed network
thought all nodes and their connections are reliable.
However, in rating network, like Epinions, the edge sign is
highly affected by their personal interests as well as their
appreciation abilities. So, we need to characterize the user
reliability. This idea is similar to PageRank, a well-defined

algorithm used in web searching applications. PageRank
algorithm is introduced and fully developed in paper [13, 14,
15] and it can iteratively compute the authority and
reliability of each node. However, the original PageRank
algorithm can only be applied to directed graph. We’ll build
up our PageRank for signed network and use it as one
important feature in our prediction model.
Finally, we care about generalization problem. To avoid
overfitting and make the model easy to analyze, several
methods have been proposed. Cross validation is the most
commonly used one and is illustrated in [16]. Jure et. al
generalized this idea to cross-set validation in [3], which can
be used to find the common structure in online network.
Besides cross-validation, feature selection is also widely
used. Forward feature selection proposed in [11, 12] is an
aggressive algorithm to find the smallest feature set with a
relatively high accuracy. In this paper, we’ll combine these
two methods to refine our prediction model.
3. DATASET ANALYSIS
We consider two large online social networks where
each link is explicitly labeled as positive or negative to
perform our analysis and experiments: Epinions and
Slashdot.
3.1 Dataset Introduction
Epinions is a website where users write reviews about a
variety of topics. Users can write new reviews, rate the
reviews of others, and indicate trust or distrust to another
user. Trust information is used to determine the rank of
items in certain category and also the rank of reviews for
one specific item. With trust information, most valuable or
convincing reviews are presented to the user. Reviewers at
Epinions are paid royalties based on how many times their
reviews are read, which can encourage user to write more
reviews. In order to avoid junk reviews and improve the
quality, concept of distrust was introduced. With the help of
trust or distrust, the web is able to select and present most
useful reviews to the user.
Slashdot is a technology-related news website owned by
the Dice Holdings, Inc.. Summaries of stories and links to
news articles are submitted by Slashdot's own readers, and
each story becomes the topic of a threaded discussion
among users. Discussion is moderated by a user-based
moderation system. Randomly selected moderators are
assigned points which can be used to rate a comment.
Moderation applies either −1 or +1 to the current rating,
based on whether the comment is perceived as either normal,
off topic, insightful, redundant, interesting, or troll.
Our experiments and analysis will be performed on these
two datasets. Their statistics and characteristics of the data
will be described in section the rest parts of section 3.
3.2 Basic Analysis

Some basic statistics oof dataset Epinnions and Slaashdot
aare shown in T
Table 1.
Tab
ble 1: Statics off Epinions and
d Slashdot

Propeerty
# Nodes
# Edgges
# Pos Edges
E
# Neg E
Edges
Largestt SCC
Largest WCC
Clusterr Coef
Transittivity

Epinions
E
1131828
8841372
717667(85%)
123705(15%)
441441
1119130
0.128
0.081

Slashdot
82140
549202
42507 (77%)
12410 (22%)
27382
82140
0.059
0.024

33.3 Degree Diistribution
D
Degree distribbution of the siigned networkk is also an
iinteresting facctor to consideer. The log-logg plots for deggree
ddistribution off the two netw
works are show
wn as below:
A
As can be seenn, the degree distribution
d
off signed netwoork
oobeys the pow
wer law distribbution. After fiitting the data,, we
ffound that Xm
min = 2 and α 1.72 for E
Epinions netwoork.
F
For Slashdot ddata, Xmin = 1 and α 1.49.

n
npp

259,8377

207,201

npn

69,0050

296,0788

p
ppn

259,8377

129,852

nnn

16,7757

82,094

From the tablle above, we ccan see that thhe success ratee of
beliief / trust proppagation is verry high (arounnd 88.78%). T
This
shoows that trust or distrust caan propagate thhrough routinne /
loopps of length 3.
For routines of length ffour, namely rectangles, tthe
couunting informaation for all tthe patterns aare listed beloow.
Thee labels of eacch line take thee same rule deescribed abovee.
Table 3: N
Number of Quaadrangle Patterrs in Epinions
ppppp
npppp
pnppp
ppnnp
ppppn
nnppp
npnnp
npppn

Loop
195,481,458
15,869,3600
19,077,3600
15,869,3600
19,077,3600
3,744,978
2,040,988
4,114,491

Prop
407,547,491
40,589,460
24,501,936
9,952,785
16,926,874
7,552,592
2,606,922
4,433,569

pnnp
pnpn
ppnn
nnnp
nnpn
pnnn
npnn
nnnn

Looop
4,1144,491
3,1700,792
3,7444,978
672,188
898,121
898,121
672,188
341,496

Prop
17,975,8443
1,664,8007
14,915,7003
2,137,3660
586,0944
6,731,9991
2,381,4772
2,181,7778

From the tablle above, we ccan see that trrust / distrust ccan
stilll somehow trransmit throuugh routine off length 4. T
The
aveerage success rrate is around 76%.
4. CHARA
ACTERIZE S
SIGNED NET
TWORK
4.1 Local Bias

Fig.1 Deegree Distributiion of Epinionss and Slashdott

Another iinteresting prooperty about signed netwoork is
bbalancing. Baalancing is a sspecial case oof our lossy belief /
ttrust propagaation model iin the scenarrio of three nodes
((namely trianggles). Here, w
we only care aabout eight typpes of
ttriangles withh directed edgees and among them, 88% of total
ttriangles are balanced andd others are not. So, balaancing
ttheory is suppported by the ddata of Epinionns.
We first need
n
to count the number oof loops of diffferent
ppatterns. In thhe table, the llabel of each line represennts the
ssigns of edgess in triangle A
ABC. p standss for positive and n
sstands for neegative. Loop and Prop deetermines thee edge
ddirection. Looop triangle means A → B, B → C, C → A
w
while Prop m
means A → B,, B → C, C → A . We only liist the
ttable for Epinions.
Tablee 2: Number off Triangle Patters in Epinionss

Looop

Proop

Loop

Proop

ppp

6,0966,310

9,594,,233

nnp

669,050

52,3385

pnp

259,,837

328,6616

pnn

669,050

271,530

Consider an eedge from nodde a to node b in a signedd
netw
work, which ccan be represennted as a, b . We are goingg
to ttake the meaniing behind thee sign into accoount here.
Acttually, the signn reflects the ttrustiness of a for b in
Epiinions and likeeness of a forr b in Slashddot. We will onnly
usee Epinions to illlustrate below
w.
Intuitively, foor one node, itts in-coming ppositive and
neggative connections denote thhe trustiness annd distrust it
receeives from othhers. The out-ccoming positivve and negativve
edgges represent thhe trustiness aand distrust thaat node
exppresses to otheers. Therefore, we have the ffollowing
defi
finitions for anny node in a signed networkk:
Bias (ILB): the percentage oof negative
Incoming Local B
ws;
reviews it receivees in all the incoming review
Outt-coming Locaal Bias (OLB)): the percentaage of negativee
reviews it gives iin all of its outt-coming revieews.
ILB a
OLB a

P sign b → a
P sign a → b

, b, a ϵE G
, a, b ϵE G

we define four values:
Forr simplicity off expression, w
IP
IN

∈

,

∈

,

1 sign b → a
1 sign b → a

OP
ON

∈

,

∈

,

1 sign a → b
1 sign a → b

U
Using maximuum likelihoodd estimation, we
w can get:
ILB a
OLB a

IN
IN
ON

ON

IP
OP

T
The histogram
ms of ILB and OLB in Epiniions are shownn in
F
Fig. 2. Slashdot has similar results.

appproach is assum
ming that eachh node in the nnetwork has itss
abssolute trustinesss value that can be compareed to others.
From the conncept stated in the section 4.1, positive andd
neggative edges trransmit trustinness and distruust (a minus
trusstiness value), respectively. Resembling to background of
PaggeRank algoritthm, power iteeration methodd seems to be an
appplicable approaach to get the absolute trustiiness value forr
eacch node in the signed networrk. We name iit as
PageRank for ssigned networkk).
SN-PageRank (P
Similar to traaditional PageR
Rank algorithm
m, we start wiith
finitions, analoogy to PageRaank. Define thee absolute valuue
defi
of ttrustiness of a node i as , and the stochhastic adjacenccy
mattrix M ∈
where
sign i → j
out_degreee
0

i→j

m teleport ratee 1
Deffine the random
sam
me iteration alggorithm:
∙

(a)

β, then we have the
∙

1

wheere
1 1…1

(b)
Figg.2 Histograms of (a) ILB and
d (b) OLB

However, when using loocal bias to predict edge sign, the
ssign of the objjective edge iss actually unknnown before tthe
pprediction. Soo the previous calculation foormula needs to be
m
modified a litttle to eliminatee the informattion provided bby
tthe objective edge.
e
Two approoaches can be adopted to acchieve this goaal.
T
The first soluttion is to do thhe calculation bby pretendingg that
tthe objective edge
e
does not exist. The seccond solution iis to
aassume that thhe objective eddge can be possitive or negattive
w
with equal proobability, i.e. tthe edge has siign + with
pprobability 0.55 and has signn – with probabbility 0.5.
E
Experimental results show that
t second appproach is ablee to
ggenerate betteer prediction reesult than the ffirst one sincee it
ccontains the connection infoormation.
44.2 SN-PageR
Rank
Essentiallyy, when prediccting the sign of edge a, b , the
pprevious proposed characterristics ILB andd OLB can bee
rregarded as thhe attempt to uutilize the big number
n
theoryy to
eestimate the reelative trustineess between a and b from
m local
iinformation off an edge. Takke a step furtheer from the section
44.1, a naturallyy extension is to find out th
he absolute
ttrustiness usinng the global network
n
inform
mation. The gllobal

m the original
Unffortunately, thhe situation is different from
PaggeRank since tthe entries of the
t stochastic adjacency
mattrix can be botth positive andd negative. Thhis will make
thiss algorithm prooblematic because the sum of a row will not
n
be unitary
u
anymoore if an edge with a negativve sign shows
up.
Herre we address this problem sstep by step:
Asssume the origiinal adjacent matrix
m
is A ∈
1

→
→

1

where

→
→

0

Acttually, the mattrix is:
0
A

1,2
2,1

⋮

,1

0
⋮

,2

…
…
⋱
…

1,
2,
⋮
0

To remove thhe negative vallues in the adjacent matrix
withhout impactinng the relative trustiness relaation of each ppair
of nnodes, we addd 1 to all the enntries of A. Thherefore, eachh
neggative edge is rrepresented byy a “0”, no connnection is
exppressed as a “11”, and a positiive edge is reccorded as a “22”.
Hennce, every linkk is added by one,
o and the reelative value
trannsmission is noot changed aftter this modifiication.
Now we havee modified adjjacency matrixx as:

A

1
2,1
2
⋮
,1

1,2
1
⋮
,2

1
1

1

…
…
⋱
…

1

1,
2,
⋮
1

1
1

To this pooint, negative eedges are remooved and the ppower
iiteration can thheoretically get to work. Buut the original
ssparse matrix becomes a dense one. This is caused by tthe
ffact existed inn real-world daatasets that thee number of paairs
w
with negative relationship iss much less thhan that of
iirrelevant pairrs. This makess the whole poower iteration
ccomputationallly inefficient / infeasible. S
So we make a
ffurther approxximation operaation aiming at
a reducing thee
ddense matrix to
t sparse matrrix without siggnificant impacct on
tthe result.
Our approoach is cycle cancellation, inn which the
rredundant cycclic paths will be cancelled oout. Since afteer
rremoving the negative edgees, a huge num
mber of positivve
eedges are addeed to the netw
work and a lot of
o cycles are
ggenerated, trustiness will bee transmitted bback and forthh
tthrough all thoose cycles. In this case, the reciprocal
rrelationship iss only slightly changed whicch makes the
ccanceling intuuitively a goodd approximatioon. At the sam
me
ttime, this methhod eliminatess the extra linkking informatiion,
m
making it morre consistent w
with the originnal graph.
Mathemattically, we deffine the cycle ccancellation
ooperation on a matrix
iss:
1
M
∘
2
w
where ∘ is thhe Hadmard prroduct. So the new adjacenccy
m
matrix we get is
A . Now, the matrix
m
is sparsee and
ccan be used too the power iteeration. So thee stochastic adj
djacent
m
matrix we useed in the poweer iteration is:
∙

1
∑

,
,

1
∑

,…,
,

1
∑

,

T
The histogram
m of SN-PageR
Rank (name thhis result as SN
NPR
iin following vvalidation part) obtained usinng this approaach
ffor Epinions is shown in Figg. 3.

possitive network and D
be the globaal distrust for tthe
neggative networkk. We can get a transferred vvector as
TD T D. To make TD comparable withh SNPR, the
folllowing region transformatioon is needed:
TD

,

min

min TD
T .

Thee distribution of
o TD is show
wn in Fig.4.

Fig.4 Histoggram of TD

Froom the two ploots, we can seee that they havve fairly similaar
disttributions although certain bbias does existt. Therefore, thhe
SN-PageRank is a reasonable eestimation of the
t global
trusstiness in singeed network.
4.3 Weighted Loocal Bias
In section 4.11, we define thhe local bias foor certain nodee.
By using that conncept, we assuume that each iincoming
possitive edge is eequally importtant in affectinng the local biaas
of a single node w
with incomingg negative edgge. This
assuumption is inddeed the estim
mation of true bbias based on the
t
big number theorry. Hence, if thhe number of nneighbors of a
given node is nott large enoughh, the experimeental results
usinng OLB and IL
LB may not be satisfactory..
With the helpp of SN-PageR
Rank values deefined in sectioon
4.2,, we can recalculate the locaal bias from a more global
asppect.
Instead of dirrectly calculatiing the percenntage of negatiive
incooming edges, we can calcullate the correspponding ratio
weiighted by the SN-PageRank
S
k value of that node. The fouur
valuues defined inn section 4.1 arre updated as:
IIP
IN

Fig.3 Histograam of SN-PageeRank

T
To validate thhis approximattion approach, we separate tthe
ooriginal netwoork into a posiitive network and
a a negativee
nnetwork. And we perform thhe power iteraation for both
ggraphs. Let T
be thee global trustinness for the

∙ TD

wheere

O
OP
O
ON

∈

,

∈

,

∈

,

∈

,

_

∙ 1 sign b → a

_

∙ 1 sign b → a

_

∙ 1 sign
n a→b

_

∙ 1 sign
n a→b

_
is juust the SN-PaggeRank value ffor node b
ccalculated in ssection 4.2. Byy applying theem to the form
mula of
IILB and OLB, we can get thhe weighted loocal bias, whicch are
nnamed as WIL
LB. Since the weights addedd to OP
annd
O
ON
are the same, whichh cause WOLB
B remains the same
aas OLB. Hencce, we will nott define WOLB
B redundantlyy.
T
The distributioon of WILB iss shown in Figg.5.

Fig.5 Histogram of WIL
LB

whoole set that wee construct maainly contains three kinds off
feattures. First, wee consider som
me commonlyy used dynamiccs
for network and signed
s
networrk such as nodde degree and
clusstering coefficcients. Secondd, we extend thhe features
adoopted by previoous work. By combining thee idea of
expploring longer cycles in [5] and
a the idea of triangle patteers
in [[2], we exploree cycles with llength of four. Finally, we
proopose a modified version of existing algorrithm
(PaageRank), whicch can be succcessfully appliied to signed
netw
works and hass relatively im
mportant role inn the entire
featture set.
In the followiing parts, we pperform a serious of
expperiments baseed on this featuure set and maake a brief
com
mparison betw
ween related features. Also, tto catch an ideea
aboout their relativve significance in edge signn prediction, w
we
alsoo implement thhe feature seleection algorithhm.
ult
5.3 Various Resu

5. EDGE SIG
GN PREDICT
TION
55.1. Superviseed Method
IIn this projectt, we use two ddifferent typess of supervisedd
cclassifier to prredict the edgee sign: logisticc regression
cclassifier and SVM classifieer.

Accuracy
5.3..1 Prediction A
o
Wee use logistic regression annd SVM to trrain and test our
model. We follow
w the experim
mental scheme in Guha’s papper
andd learn modells on original as well as ssampled datassets
withh 50% positivve edges. Thee results undeer 10 fold crooss
valiidation is show
wn in Table 4 below.

55.1.1 Logistic Regression

T
Table 4: Prediction Accuracyy using Differeent Algorithms

W
We first use a logistic regreession classifieer to combine the
eevidence from
m useful featurres into an edgge sign predicttion.
L
Logistic regreession leans a m
model of the fform:
Prr e|x

1
1

eexp

∑

IIn prediction process,
p
prediccted sign of eddge e is set to 1 if
P
Pr e|x
0.5
5 and set to 0 otherwise.
55.1.2 SVM Alggorithm
W
We then applyy the SVM alggorithm to findd the hyper-plaane
w
with largest byy solving the following
f
optiimization probblem:

s. t.

1
min
n ‖ ‖
2
1,

1,2, … ,

A
After successffully finding oout the optimall hyper-plane,, we
aare able to givve every objecctive edge a siggn according tthe
rrelative positioon of it with rrespect to the pplane.

B
Baseline
L
Logistic
SVM

B
Baseline
L
Logistic
SVM

B
Baseline
L
Logistic

As can be seen,, the experim
mental results are encouragiing
andd can supporrt our ideas of quadranglle counting aand
SN-PageRank esstimation. From the table, we
w can arrivee at
the points below::


55.2 Feature E
Extraction
In the twoo adopted machhine learning aalgorithms, ussing
w
what features influences muuch on the finaal results. The

Trianggle Only
SlahDot
Epinions
550%
855%
50%
%
77%
%
833.46%
91.67%
63.555%
80.84%
%
777.47%
89.56%
63.599%
81.06%
%
Triangle + Quadrangle
SlashDot
Epinions
550%
855%
50%
%
77%
%
877.66%
93.62%
77.288%
83.90%
%
855.59%
91.29%
74.944%
82.32%
%
A
All
Epinions
SlashDot
550%
855%
50%
%
77%
%
911.38%
95.02%
84.566%
87.13%
%



When dattaset size is not large eenough, logisstic
regression generally woorks better thhan SVM. SV
VM
cannot get a reasonable hyper-plane w
when the numbber
of features is small.
Quadranglee informationn can greatlly improve tthe
prediction accuracy. Allthough prediction accuraccies



when only
o
triangles or quadranggles are almost the
same, thheir informatioon is somehow
w complimentary.
With ouur proposed S
SN-PageRankk, we can pussh our
predictiion accuracy to
t a quite higgh level. Our m
model
can reacch 91.38% on sampled Epinnions dataset, which
is signifficantly betterr than 86.7% ffrom Guha’s ppaper.
It is aalso slightly better than Jure’s modeel on
undividded data (i.e., eem = 0).

55.3.2 False Poositive Rate
Besides prrecision, recall is also a veryy important
ccriterion in maachine learninng problems. Inn our datasets,
ppositive edgess is overwhelm
m larger than tthe number of
nnegative edges. As a conseqquence, the fallse rate tends to
t be
hhigh. Using ouur model withh all features, tthe false positiive
rrates for the tw
wo datasets arre 23.97% andd 36.26%, whicch is
m
much better thhan 44.4% andd 50.7% reporrted in [5].
55.4 Feature S
Selection
After trainning process, w
we have a weell calibrated model,
m
w
which can be further used to analyze thee importance of the
ffeatures. Obseerving the weeighting coeffficients is thee most
w
widely used m
method and it requires careefully normalization
oon the datasett. However, thhis requiremeent cannot be easily
ffulfilled in our settings. H
Hence, we ussed another ooption,
fforward featuure selection, to analyze the importannce of
ffeatures and simplify the moodel.
Feature seelection proceess on Epinionns dataset is sshown
iin Fig.6 below
w.

Fig.6 Results oof Feature Seleection

From thee figure, we can see thaat OLB, ILB
B and
SN-PageRankk are importannt. Also, quaddrangle inform
mation
iis also useful in edge sign prediction. Siimilarly, OLB
B, ILB
aand Quadranggle informationn stands out inn process of feature
f
sselection on S
Slashdot dataseet.
55.5 Cross Dattaset Validatiion
Since onliine social netw
work shares sim
milar structurees, we
ccan generalizee our model annd fit it to the whole online social
nnetwork.
To evaluaate this kind of generalizaation, we traiin our
m
model on onee dataset andd test it one tthe other onee. The

genneralization acccuracy for thhe 50%-positivve sampled ddata
is shown in Tablee 5 below.
Tab
ble 5: Generaliization Accuraacy
Epinion
ns (Test)
S
Slashdot
(Test)
91.33%
82.19%
Ep
pinions (Train))
88.881%
84.56%
Slashdot (Train))

Froom the table, we can seee that our model can be
genneralized to annalyze many online social networks. Sinnce
we are using dattaset with emb
mbededness equuals to zero, we
cannnot make direect comparisonn with the resuults in [3].

CONCL
LUSION
In this projecct, we investiggated several ddifferent sorts of
me
chaaracteristics of signed networks, inncluding som
com
mmonly used dynamics, exxtension of trriangle patterrns,
locaal descriptors and a modifieed version of PageRank
P
value.
By feed some oof the selecteed features too the edge siign
prediction modell, we successffully improve the performannce
of previous worrk to a large extent, in terrms of both tthe
prediction accuracy and thhe false possitive rate. By
feature selectioon algorithm, we find that tthe
connducting the fe
locaal bias, quadraangle and the SN-PageRankk can make som
me
conntribution in prredicting edgee signs.
There are a number off further direections can be
investigated startting from thiss project. Thee first one is to
expplore other crreative and eeffective methhods that migght
yielld still better performance than the edgee sign predictiion
model used in this work. And then, based onn current featuure
set,, it is possiblee to explore more
m
representtative features or
desscriptors that might work well specificcally for signned
works. Then, the feature seelection algoriithm can also be
netw
appplied to this sset to find ouut the importaant features aand
neggligible ones. B
Based on the results, it is fairly
f
valuablee to
com
mbine them with
w the sociall theories of signed
s
links aand
builld up a thorouugh understannding on why the features are
signnificant. Anothher important aspect is that,, as is mentionned
in ssection 4.1, thhe meaning oof edge signs varies much in
diffferent social nnetwork; it is w
worthy to expllore our methoods
andd the extensionns using other datasets.
A
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